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Dear Reader,
I am beyond proud to present you with the Winter 2019 Edition of The Grassroots Journal.
I write this just after attending my last ever class at McGill. Reflecting on my
past four years here, I realize that Grassroots has literally been at the root of
my McGill experience.
As defined by the Editors in the first ever edition of the journal in 2013, a
grassroot is “the groundwork upon which growth is allowed to take place.
Right below the surface and beneath the visible blades of grass, nurturing
and keeping them alive, are the simple roots that create and sustain growth.”
I discovered The Grassroots Journal and applied to be a writer before I had
even set foot on McGill campus in the summer before my first year. Doing
so established the groundwork for so much of my growth, whether it be by
providing a platform for me to learn and explore global development outside
of a classroom context, improving my writing skills and thus my ability to
share and critique important topics, or empowering me to lead an incredible
team of writers, artists, and executives and together produce content to share
with the entire McGill community.
While my experience with Grassroots is nearing its end, I know that it will
nurture my future endeavors. I am also confident that in leaving Grassroots
in the hands of next year’s Editor-in-Chief, Cameron Lee, the journal will
continue to provide a groundwork for McGill undergraduates to delve deeper
into their understanding of the world we live in and what we can do to better
it.
Sincerely,
Maria Fustic
Editor-In-Chief
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Cut
Ceren Muratli
4

cations, varying depending on the geoThe Perpetuation of Systemic
Inequality Through Female Gen- graphical region in which it is practiced
(WHO). While this procedure is quite
ital Mutilation
Marilou Cameron

Female genital mutilation
(FGM) is a practice that “comprises all
procedures that involve partial or total
removal of the external female genitalia, or other injury to the female genital
organs for non-medical reasons”, as
defined by the World Health Organization (WHO). It is a cultural tradition
in many African, Middle Eastern, and
Asian countries that has been declared
a human rights issue by the WHO and
other international organizations because of the procedure’s violation of
individual’s safety, health and wellbeing (WHO). Annually, it is estimated
that over 3 million women will undergo
FGM, adding to the ever-growing 200
million women that have already been
affected (WHO).

common in the areas listed above, there
are no health benefits associated with
having an FGM operation (WHO).

In fact, FGM procedures most
commonly negatively affect natural
bodily functions and pose a severe
health risk to the victim (WHO). Short
term complications include: pain and
shock due to a lack of anesthetics,
hemorrhage, infections due to an unsterile environment and lack of proper
surgical tools, wound healing issues
and even death (WHO). It is common
for women to experience one or more
of these symptoms after FGM, and for
those that survive, there are long-term
impacts as a result of the procedure.
Depending on the type of FGM undergone, women are likely to experience
urinary and menstrual problems, childbirth complications, pain during sexual
intercourse and other health complicaThe circumcision is typically
tions as a direct result of the surgery
done anywhere from infancy to the age
(WHO). Women who undergo FGM
of fifteen, with the victims having no
at a young age also face the risk of
say in their fate and often being coerced
needing additional surgeries when they
by their communities into the procedure
reach puberty and their childbearing
even though they are minors (WHO).
years in order to allow for the possiFor newborns and infants, their mothers
bility of sexual intercourse or a natural
are forced to make the decision to have
childbirth delivery (WHO). Additiontheir daughters mutilated as they face
ally, the practice of FGM is most often
the same societal pressures (WHO).
not medically regulated and rather
FGM is categorized into four types,
conducted by traditional circumcisers
each escalating in severity and compli5

who do not have anatomical knowledge or experience practicing medicine
(WHO).

professionals, as they now risk facing
punishment under the country’s laws
for their actions (Onyulo 2018).

According to research by 28
Too Many- a charity based in England
and Wales that strives to provide research and tools to end FGM in African
countries- in Kenya, a region predominantly affected by FGM, from 200809 78.4% of operations performed on
women aged 15-49 were done by a
traditional agent, such as a traditional
circumciser or birth attendant, while
only 19.7% were done by a medical
professional, either a doctor, nurse or
midwife, on the same demographic
group (28 Too Many 2009). 28 Too
Many repeated this study in 2014, with
their findings indicating that the percentage of women undergoing FGM
procedures by medical professionals had decreased by 4.9%, bringing
the total traditional circumcisions to
83.3% that year (28 Too Many 2014).
Between 2008 and 2014, the years in
which these studies were conducted,
the Constitution of Kenya was established in 2010 and the Children Act
was revised in 2012 (UNFPA- Kenya).
These national laws outlaw the practice of FGM in the country, but such a
policy is difficult to enforce, especially
in rural communities (Onyulo 2018).
This outlawing could have contributed
to the decreasing or stagnant numbers
of mutilations performed by medical

With such a long list of medical complications associated with
FGM, it is difficult to understand why
people themselves would continue
to encourage the practice, especially
when it comes to their loved ones being
affected. According to certain African
cultures, FGM is a social norm that is
heavily linked to social status and is
considered a tradition (WHO). FGM
is rooted in cultural ideas of femininity, modesty and beauty, as well as
a symbol of social status within the
community (UNFPA- Kenya). In certain African countries, women are seen
as undesirable if they have not been
circumcised (Onyulo 2018). During an
interview conducted by Tonny Onyulo for USA Today in a rural area of
Kenya, an elder member of the Pokot
village suggested that “men from these
communities are making the situation
worse by shunning these girls. Men
who decide to marry uncircumcised
women are rejected by the community
and denied inheritance” (Onyulo 2018).
Due to the cultural reinforcement that
FGM is necessary in order for women
to be successfully married, families often feel that they are deciding to ensure
a comfortable future for their daughters, rather than causing them harm and
health complications. With the possibil-
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ity of not being wedded or even exiled
from one’s own community for taking
a stand against genital cutting, many
see FGM as a simple procedure to fit in
with society’s norm. While this theory
of desirability is purely socially-constructed, rural regions often lack the
financial resources to educate communities in order to break-down such
stereotypes (Onyulo 2018).
The general trend suggests that
the probability of women undergoing
some form of FGM is indirectly correlated with wealth and education (UNFPA- Kenya). In other words, the practice of FGM is predicted to be higher in
communities with lower incomes and
minimal access to education. In Kenya,
women in the poorest 20% of the population or with no education are over six
time more likely to experience genital
mutilation than those in the richest 20%
of the population or with an education
equivalent to the secondary level or
higher (UNFPA- Kenya). According to
Comfort Momoh’s research for Female
Genital Mutilation, the “continuance of
the practice of FGM, [relates] to men
having power over women in making
decisions about all aspects of girls’/
women’s role in society, local community’s expectations, intimate personal
relationships, and family planning and
childbearing”, perpetuating gender
inequality in these countries (Momoh
1999: 13). Equality of the genders is

important because it is “not only a
basic human right, but its achievement
has enormous socio-economic ramifications… Women in all parts of the world
suffer violence and discrimination.
They are underrepresented in political
and economic decision-making processes”, as declared by UN Women
(Takamura- Gender). This contributes
to a cycle of systemic inequality, an
issue many countries are trying to break
in order to further their development.
There is no marker to indicate
when the problem of FGM will be
solved, as it is tied into the much more
complex reality of systemic gender
inequality. While national laws and
campaigns to educated people on the
dangers of such procedures have helped
raise awareness of this issue, cultures,
traditions, stereotypes and mentalities
cannot be changed as fast as policy is
implemented. Change cannot overcome
what is considered a “social norm” or
be enforced without failure. In order
to stop the continued practice of FGM,
one must look on a larger scale and address the disparities that exist between
the genders, as well as the stereotypes
that fuel such traditions.
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I Am Not Free While Any Woman Is Unfree
Hyeyoon Cho

“In light of international women’s day this month, I incorporated Audre Lorde’s quote: ‘I
am not free while any woman is unfree, even when her shackles are very different from
my own.’ As eloquently said by the feminist scholar Kimberly Crenshaw, discrimination
is like traffic through an intersection. Race, class, religion, sexuality, citizenship status,
and other categories of difference interact simultaneously with gender. Thus, women’s
experiences are not universal. The different lived realities of women must be considered
and given attention to. This March, women in Argentina marched for legalized abortion. South Korean women protested against hidden camera porn and sex crimes. These
women mobilized in the streets, government buildings and public spaces to fight for their
rights, to claim autonomy over their bodies, their lives.”
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Skulls
by Emilienne Hamel
“This piece is a reflection on the prevalence of overconsumption. The repetition within the piece ties into society’s place
in the global food chain, consumers’ place in an economic
food chain, and repercussions on the natural world.”
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Innovation at a Local Market
Lyly Pei
“Travelling in Quito Ecuador, I saw markets where farmers and
vendors would gather daily to sell their goods to the people. It’s
a time before superstores selling bulk take over the market and
goods become commercialized. But seeing traditional local products being promoted naturally in that setting transcends our new
hip trend of ‘shopping local’.”
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Technology’s Agricultural
Revolution
Lucy Brock

assess the severity of those illnesses. It
then instructs farmers on how best to
treat their animals, and informs them if
professional care is necessary (Godan).
These quick diagnoses save farmers
both time and money. About 80% of
people living in east Africa work in
the agricultural sector, making this app
enormously beneficial to large swaths of
the populations in these countries (DiCesare). Another way the app has been an
immense help to farmers is by alerting
them about outbreaks of certain diseases in their areas so that they can keep a
closer watch on their cattle and possibly prevent the diseases from spreading
(DiCesare). These alerts also forewarn
veterinarians of where they might be
needed and what they’ll be dealing with.

In the 18th century, Thomas Malthus, a political economist and demographer, predicted that by the late 1900s
the world would have used up its food
supply and be unable to sustain its population (Seager). Instead, the world’s agricultural production has tripled in just
the last fifty years, with a large increase
in the number of smallholder farmers
(i.e. farmers owning small plots of land,
who rely almost exclusively on family
labour) (Seager). One thing Malthus did
get right was the need to concentrate on
how to feed a vastly growing population. Luckily, in just the past decade we
have seen some very promising innovaVetAfrica will also be beneficial
tions that aid farmers in their work, even
in
the
long
term through its accumulain the unexpected form of apps.
tion of data on the diagnoses of different
One of the most popular of these cattle on different farms and in different
apps is VetAfrica. The app itself was regions (Godan). These findings will be
developed by two computer science very helpful in both herd management
students, Craig Taylor and Iain Collins, and animal husbandry. Breeders will be
at the Scottish company Conjengo Ltd. able to use the data collected by VetAf(DiCesare). The app is mostly used in rica to mate animals according to which
eastern Africa, including Kenya, Ethio- diseases they’re most susceptible to or
pia, Uganda and Tanzania (Godan). At resilient against. By mating cattle with
its core, VetAfrica is meant to make the diverse immune systems, there is a betlives of rural farmers--who might have ter chance of the next generation havdifficulties finding veterinarians for ing more immunities to diseases. The
their animals--a little easier. More spe- Dean of College of Veterinary Medicifically, VetAfrica helps farmers quick- cine and Agriculture at the University
ly diagnose illnesses in their cattle and of Addis Abbas in Ethiopia, Dr. Dinka
11

Ayana, stated, “We are excited to utilise
this technology to improve veterinary
healthcare in our country and the lives
of those who rely on it” (Godan). Dr.
Ayana believes the spread of this app
across Ethiopia, Kenya, Uganda, and
Tanzania could help tens of millions
of farmers and vets in these regions
(Godan). In just its trial stages in Ethiopia in 2015, the app diagnosed 70%
of illnesses correctly (Godan). Furthermore, the more farmers that use VetAfrica and report what remedies worked
for their livestock, the more accurate the
app becomes at recommending the right
drugs and treatments for the animals of
the next app user.

tor, as well as to inform unemployed
adults on ways that they could become
self-employed through farming.

While there are many challenges that the world’s population faces in
terms of food shortages and survival,
these apps are promising developments
in supporting the agricultural industry.
As the industry surges, we must ensure
the techniques utilized by farmers keep
up with current demands for food. These
apps are surely one of the most straightforward ways to help farmers develop
their farming, not only through their direct services, but also through their creation of an international online community of rural farmers that can help each
The only downside found in other, a feat that has never been feasible
VetAfrica is that the app functions in before.
English, whereas many east African
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meant to inspire younger generations
to be interested in the agricultural sec- “Vetafrica Aids Farmers in Data-Based Di12
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Hanging Petals
Lyly Pei
Fragile & defenceless against the strong ocean winds and the salty spray of the waves

“Fragile ecosystems around the world are put under pressure, being much
more sensitive to any environmental change. Small shifts in rainfall patterns
or ambient temperatures can cause great harm to these environments, often
indicating imminent threats elsewhere. These changes are an early indicator of
the long-term effects of human activity. The human activity they need is our
protection.”
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Anti-Colonial Struggle
by Hyeyoon Cho
“Missing indigenous women, dispossession of indigenous people, stolen resources, the
history of residential schools and the recent pipeline battle in BC are all colonial crimes
committed against the indigenous people by the Canadian government. Although we
claim to live in a country of democracy and freedom, what indigenous people experience
in this seemingly-peaceful place is starkly different. And thus, I hope to stand with them
in solidarity. Let us listen to their stories, their experiences of marginalization and violence, and fight with them against the status-quo.”
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Wet’suwet’en Outcry and Government Indifference

independent nation even existed. The
impacts that the pipeline will have on
the environment threaten the ideals of
Ella Wischnewsky
the Unist’ot’en people, and goes against
The Wet’suwet’en people have their commitment to the Earth (Informabeen protesting Coastal GasLink and tional Update).
its installment of a pipeline in the home
Members of the Office of the
of the Unist’ot’en in Houston, B.C. The
TransCanada-owned company has start- Wet’suwet’en, which includes hereded work on the pipeline despite protests itary chiefs, are continuing to stand
against it (Trumpener). Construction of against the pipeline despite the governthe pipeline goes against the values of ment’s negligence, by standing against
the Unist’ot’en people and their right to the invasion of private and public land
imposed by the project (Trumpener).
their land.
This issue has led to the arrest of numerThe government has a duty to ous Wet’suw’en citizens and supporters
protect its people, especially from large who strongly stand against the pipeline.
corporations that can exploit them. Their continued protest is a testament to
However, the Canadian government is their commitment even when the likefailing to do so and is instead support- lihood for government cooperation reing TransCanada in their new attempt to mains implausible.
transport oil. While the Canadian government is “publicly committed to implementing the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous People
(UNDRIP),” their work with TransCanada explicitly goes against this declaration (Bellrichard).

However, some government
leaders have taken action. A Supreme
Court Judge of British Columbia has
stated her belief that it is in the “public interest to invite the Crown to intercede.” (Trumpener) In doing so, she has
effectively expressed her dissatisfaction
The issue of eminent domain is towards the Canadian government’s apspecifically interesting in regards to the proach in dealing with this issue.
Indigenous people. While the governThe controversy surrounding
ment has asserted its ownership over
Canadian land in order to build this this pipeline raises questions about the
pipeline, they are ignoring the right of Canadian government’s ability to propUnist’ot’en people to the land that has erly govern for its citizens rather than
been theirs long before Canada as an against them. Their refusal to back
15

down from such an oil project signifies “Informational Update on Wet’suwet’en.” SierClub BC, 10 Jan. 2019, sierraclub.bc.ca/tag/
their indifference both towards the envi- ra
fracking/.
ronment, and their citizens.
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Alien Construction
Louise Efthimiou
“When I visited Shanghai for the first time, I was blown away by the
magnitude of the city’s skyscrapers and residential buildings. Even
as someone coming from New York City, the size and speed at which
projects were being completed left a mark on me. It’s almost as if
aliens secretly helped out during the middle of the night…”
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Lulu and Nana: the Price of
Innovation

the full consequences of the experiment.
He had failed to inform the participants
of possible side-effects and made them
Grace Hu
sign consent forms which “absolved
On November 25th 2018, Chi- He’s team of legal responsibility” (Yong
nese scientist, He Jiankui, announced 2018).
the birth of the first genetically altered
He’s collaborator, Professor Mihumans: twins nicknamed Lulu and
Nana (Yong 2018). Using a powerful chael Deem of Rice University, has been
gene-editing technology called Crispr, asked to turn over his research records
He altered human embryos and subse- to the university, while He himself has
quently implanted them into female vol- been condemned via an open letter from
unteers (Ramzy, and Wee). He purpose- over 100 Chinese scientists (Begley &
fully recruited couples in which the man Joseph 2018). AIDS is both a preventwas HIV positive, ultimately aiming to able and manageable disease, so genetmake the baby immune to HIV/AIDS by ically altering children in order to grant
altering the gene CCR5, through which them supposed immunity towards HIV
the disease enters one’s cells (Begley & appears to be an unnecessary risk with
Joseph 2018). Lulu and Nana’s genes cons that outweigh the pros (Begley &
supposedly do have immunity to the Joseph 2018).
HIV virus, and some are citing their
Lulu and Nana’s fates are still
birth as a remarkable innovation and a
unknown, since we have yet to know the
success for the scientific community.
potential effects of the experiment on
However, while some journalists their future quality of life. Thus, while
are calling the twins’ arrival “worthy of this experiment has definitely changed
praise, love, dignity, and celebration” the world, it is still unclear if it was for
(Curchoe 2018), other sources point out better or for worse. He Jiankui’s lack
the suspicious lack of peer review and of scientific integrity and his use of a
the lack of a published paper to clarify controversial biotechnology raises enorthe details of the experiment (Osborne mous questions for science and society:
2018). It is unknown how these muta- in the pursuit of innovation, is it really
tions will affect the girls, and whether or alright to disregard ethical debates? If
not the experiment was actually success- so, then is this really the kind of innovaful in immunizing the girls against HIV. tion we need?
It has also come to light that Lulu and
Nana’s parents were not made aware of
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With Love
Emilienne Hamel
“This piece is a commentary on tourism-driven exploitation in the
developing world. There is a difference between having pictures
to remember your travels and travelling for the sake of Instagram
likes. There is a difference between respecting the practices and
values of the culture you find yourself in and thinking you are
entitled to use the culture, places, people as you see fit.”
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Global Perspectives on Comple- care practitioners, although Heilprakmentary and Alternative Medi- tikers (Healing practitioners) or Naturopathic professionals in Germany need to
cine: Canada and Germany

pass an exam of the public health departApproaches to General and Mental ment. Since the legalization of CAM in
Health
1939 (Bundesgesetzblatt Teil III, 2002),
non-physicians offering CAM treatMichelle Yang
ment must be approved and registered
The Canadian and German per- as “SHI physicians” (Statutory Health
spectives on complementary and in- Insurance system) so that they can bill
tegrative medicine take on a view that the SHI companies of patients (Döring
most public health systems in the world A, Paul F, 2010).
are only at the dawn of exploring.
The German social insurance
Themes of naturopathy, psychotherapy,
system is built on five defining pillars of
and homeopathy are part of alternative
wellness needs: Health insurance, Longcomplementary practices that focus on
term care insurance, Pension insurance,
the mind and body as a whole unit of
Unemployment insurance, and Accident
health and wellness. Supporting all the
insurance. Unfortunately, homeopathic
dimensions of patients’ wellbeing and
treatments are not usually reimbursed
emphasizing the relationship between
by German national insurance due to
practitioners and patients are integral to
the disputable effectiveness of CAM
these methods, and by focusing on the
as measured by efficacy and effectivewhole person, this new age holistic apness, side effects and contraindications,
proach is shown to optimize health and
economic perspective and quality and
healing.
education standardization. More specifically, normal physiotherapy sessions are
Germany: Alternative Cures
reimbursed by health insurance, osteopThe growing popularity for athy is co-paid, and the statutory health
treatments such as traditional Chinese insurance only reimburses acupuncture
medicine (acupuncture), chiropractic for lumbar spine and knee pain (osteoand osteopathy, relaxation techniques, arthritis and lower chronic back pain).
Ayurveda, and Anthroposophical med- Lastly, homeopathic and anthroposophiicine has driven more practitioners in cal treatment by SHI doctors are partialGermany to seek qualification for CAM ly reimbursed, but related medication is
(Complementary and Alternative Med- paid out of pocket by citizens (Camdoc,
icine) training. CAM therapists are not 2010). On the private insurance side,
required to be physicians or other health few companies cover other homeopath20

ic remedies and acupuncture. The economic competition between alternative
medicine and conventional medicine is
ostensibly shown in the face of preventions, cure, and research. Furthermore,
a very small percentage of nationwide
health systems research is allotted to homeopathic medicine, but heavy weight
is put on subjective and non-empirical
data rather than the concrete statistics
done in conventional medicine research.
Though functional medicine may suffice the basic needs of the general population in Germany, alternative therapies
may provide a more long term preservation of health.
Advances in naturopathic medicine such as exercise therapy, autogenic
training, PMR (progressive muscle relaxation) are proven to not only stand
as the sidebar for western medicine, but
also play a vital role in long-term care
in Germany. As the increasing demand
for holistic medicine emerges, so does
research in such fields; we witness the
gap between alternative and conventional medicine growing when research
discovers more evidence-based effects
for CAM.

stress (Knyazeva, 2013). Because PVS
coexists as both a cognitive disorder
and mental illness, neither conventional treatment nor physio-anatomical research for PVS is relevant in Germany.
Thankfully, as a countermeasure, homeopathy has gained impressive popularity. In 1993, the German federal
government mandated that all medical
schools include curricula about natural
medicines. By 2006, over 20% of medical doctors were formally specialised
in natural health (ECH, 2011). Since
then, alternative treatment provided evidence-based results in not only PVS, but
also in other medical disorders that are
not well understood. In regards to PVS,
hydrotherapy, interactive psychoeducation, gut-directed hypnotherapy and
stress management were introduced research initiatives by University Hospital Heidelberg, Germany in May, 2015.
Such proposals are brought to the surface as the face of medicine in Germany
is progressing towards accepting CAM
as an effective and lasting medical practice. Dr. Leo Alexander (Neurologist,
psychiatrist, and psychoanalyst , 19051985) described this as, “The beginnings at first were merely a subtle shift
in emphasis in the basic attitude of the
physicians”.

Hydrotherapy is an example
of a holistic intervention that targets
psychovegetative syndrome (PVS) in
Germany is a nation that has ala way no western medicine has. This
ways provided its citizens with cradlesyndrome is a dysfunction of the autoto-grave security through health care
nomic nervous system, and it is veritacentralization. Health care benefits are
bly caused by enormous psychological
formed via a complex network of na21

tional agencies and a large number of
independent regional and local entities
(some public, some quasi-public, and
many private and voluntary) (Library
of Congress, 1996). It is not farfetched
to predict that the shift towards naturopathic medicine is based on collectivist
ideologies. The percentage of individuals in Germany who experienced CAM
rose from 52% in 1970 to 73% in 2002
(G.M., 2002). The increasing trend of
accepting complementary and integrative medicine in the German health care
system can be compared to Canada’s in
the domains of both physical and mental
wellbeing.

CAM rising from $8.0 billion in 2005
to $8.8 billion in 2015. The survey also
revealed regional variations in attitudes
towards health care (Esmail, 2017). One
can take note that this contrasts with
the mostly uniformly diffused health
care opinion in Germany, as Canadian
provinces have noticeable disparity in
ratios of conventional versus complementary medicine. Residents of western
provinces are more likely to approve of
CAM therapies than residents of eastern
and atlantic provinces because CAM is
more likely to be covered in their health
programs. This difference demonstrates
Canada’s federated system that divides
powers between the central and provinCanada: Holistic Healing
cial governments on matters pertaining
In 2008, the Public Health to health (Phillipon, 2008).
Agency of Canada reported that CAM
In 1944, T.C. Douglas introwas regularly used by more than 70%
duced publicly funded health insurance
of Canadians. The alternative therapies
in Canada. He implemented a hospital
include aboriginal healing, naturopaplan, an individual plan for receiving
thy, Reiki, chiropractic, yoga, reflexolsocial insurance, and then a Universal
ogy, massage, and acupuncture. Like in
Hospital Services Plan in 1947 (PhilipGermany, it is a movement positively
pon, 2008). Despite the differing adopprogressing, as attitudes are adopted to
tion rates between provinces, there was
regard bodies with persons holisticalstill a majority amelioration of the publy. In 2016, Montreal’s Fraser Institute
lic health care system resulting from the
conducted a national survey of the prevrecent introduction of holistic medical
alence, costs, and patterns of CAM. It
ideas. This is reflected in the more than
was shown that massage therapy was
$6.5 billion spent on CAM providers
the most common type of alternative
and the $2.3 billion spent on supplementherapy that Canadians used, reaching
tary tools (such as herbs and equipment)
an average of 44% of the population.
in 2016 alone. In recent years, even the
The growing popularity of naturopaEastern provinces such as Quebec are
thy is reflected in Canada’s budget for
investing in the benefits of alternative
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medicine.
Differing National Perspectives
Unlike Canada, Germany adopts
a system based on the multi-player combination of statutory health insurance
(Gesetzliche Krankenversicherung) and
private health insurance (Krankenkassen), (Bump, 2010). This comparison illustrates the different but important uses
of CAM worldwide. In Germany, CAM
is widely regarded as a privilege and a
means of prevention and wellness preservation, whereas in Canada, it is seen
as an alternative treatment and holistic
cure. A contrasting economic perspective and key insight is reflected here:
in Canada, the leading demographic
seeking complementary healthcare are
older, less educated persons with slightly worse than average self-reported
health status. In Germany, however, it
is the middle aged, highly educated females with higher socioeconomic status
who are the ones seeking these types of
healthcare (Knopf, 2009).
Alternative Mental Health Treatment
The upward trend of adopting holistic therapy in Canadian public health
systems has been particularly noticeable
in the field of psychiatry. In treatments
for severe and persistent mental illness
(SPMI), alternative and cost-effective
methods such as acceptance and compassion-based therapies have shown
clinical improvements in depressive

and psychotic symptoms as well as in
psychosocial factors (Potes, 2018). McGill University has also recently delved
into Mind-Body Intervention Research
in both outpatient and inpatient mental
health groups; initiatives implemented
include mindful meditation, Tai Chi and
Mindfulness Based Cognitive Therapy
(MBCT). Looper et al. (2016) explain
the effectiveness of such methods by
stating: “Mental states can improve emotional regulation through frontal cortex
inhibition of otherwise dysregulated
subcortical emotion-related circuits…
Formal mindfulness approaches such
as mindfulness-based cognitive therapy
(MBCT) and mindfulness-based stress
reduction have been highly effective
in a broad range of psychiatric disorders”. In this clinical study, psychiatric
patients demonstrated that brief group
mindfulness-oriented groups resulted in
over 92.5% patient tolerability, and over
50% self-reported improvement in general mood and well-being.
The data generated through
Canada’s uphill demand for more CAM
practice is putting pressure on federal
funding for such treatments in all types
of public health sectors. The direct cost
for mental illness treatment is estimated
as $42.3 billion in Canada, with most of
the cost veritably caused by psychiatric
admission. The previous paradigm of a
conventional and conservative approach
to such relief could be eliminated by
adopting alternative medicine. With
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shortened psychiatric hospitalizations
and lower psychiatric symptom severity,
there could be significant cost-savings
witnessed nationally as research and implementation is prompted towards this
field.
Similarly, in Germany, over 125
beds out of every 100,000 population
is allotted for psychiatric care. Though
health insurance is mandatory and open
to the whole population, only 15% of
the population is privately insured, and
are thus privileged enough to access
new approaches of CAM treatment. It
does not help that this nation sees a rising prevalence of those seeking mental
health counselling and hospitalization,
and at a rate that is not matched by the
accessibilities of practitioners who can
serve both health and social needs. Akin
to programs researched and implemented in Montreal, Canada, Germany is
taking initiative to find alternative approaches to not only physical health
treatment, but also mental health strategies. Where mental health disorders
account for a large percentage of the
total burden of general illness, there is
an undeniable economic challenge created in this country. Psychotherapeutic
advancements have been studied by
Germany’s “Life Balance” Program that
commenced in 2013 (Lyssenko, 2015).
The conclusion matched that of Canada’s Mind-Body Intervention study in
that in “examining the outcomes of the
Life Balance program with regard to
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emotional distress, life satisfaction, resilience, and public health costs” (Lyssenko, 2015), participants’ self-reported
symptoms of depression and anxiety,
life satisfaction, resilience, and financial
burdens since traditional mental health
process were improved, regardless of
their socio-demographic categories.
Conclusion
Though often regarded as a
pseudo-science, or a practice based on
fragile and futile data, Complementary
and Alternative medicine has shown to
play a not-well-understood yet increasingly in demand role in both Canadian
and German society. In both cultures,
when health is viewed holistically, the
individual benefits of CAM far outweigh the speculations over its efficiency. Economically, there is indeed a risk
taken when CAM is explored. Although
the funding for projects, research, outreach, and professionals is stigmatically regarded as fruitless and excessive,
in recent years, public health funding
towards CAM has grown despite skepticism of its effectiveness. This is particularly highlighted in research of CAM’s
psychotherapeutic strategies in mental
health treatment across different nations. In that, though there are differences in cost and insurance plans based
on the centralization of the country as
well as differing views for CAM utilisation, we must keep in mind that prevention and treatment are two sides of

the same coin. The irrefutable evidence
by both countries that prove that holistic
approaches truly impact and improve so
many citizens’ lives calls for the rest of
the world to look in and regard the data,
regardless of subjectivity, as valid. As
trailblazers of Complementary and Alternative medicine, Canada and Germany synchronously create a public health
care culture of openness to revolutionary holistic medicine approaches.
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A Village on Stilts
Lana Downs

“This is a photo I took at a river in Cambodia while visiting family in Asia.
It always impressed me how such a fragile looking set-up is actually a
successful way of protecting homes and people from floods. What may
appear like a bunch of logs haphazardly slapped together is actually a
well-engineered system. It is a reminder that fragility cannot always be
identified through appearance; we must also consider the context of a
thing’s purpose and its efficiency.”
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Internal Instability:
the Crumbling Pillars of the
Islamic Republic of Iran
Emily Reedman
Introduction
Since its volatile conception in
1979, the Islamic Republic of Iran has
maintained its power by leaning on key
pillars which have seen it through considerable domestic turbulence. The most
influential of these pillars is the all powerful Supreme Leader. The Supreme
Leader is unelected, holds his position
for life, and oversees all the on goings
of the republic (Fisher). Additionally,
the religious legitimacy upon which The
Republic is founded remains a key pillar for the regime (Roy, 201). Not far
behind in terms of importance, is the
Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps.
The Guard has gained prominence, especially after the Iran-Iraq war, and its
members now number in the hundreds
of thousands focusing their efforts on
domestic surveillance and combatting
dissidence within Iran (Takeyh). Threatening to undermine these pillars, and ultimately the regime, are three key challenges; the issue of succession to the
supreme leader, the increasing lack of
religious legitimacy within The Islamic
Republic (Roy, 201), and the women’s
rights movement. In this paper, I will
argue that these challenges are far too
great for The Regime to overcome, and
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that in coming years a weak succession
to the Supreme Leadership, dwindling
religious legitimacy, and a growing irrepressible women’s rights movement
will lead to the regime’s making of key
concessions and abandonment of core
principles. To demonstrate this, I will
present each pillar and the subsequent
challenges they face as well as their responses or potential responses that will
ultimately hinder the strengthening of
The Regime, and thus provide evidence
of its instability.
The Supreme Leader
The Supreme Leader is an
all-powerful post (The Economist),
held initially by the Islamic Republic’s
founder, Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini
until his death in 1989 (Vakil, Hossein).
The Islamic Republic’s roots are Shi’ite,
and as such, when Khomeini envisioned
the Islamic Republic, he created a leadership role which was based on the concept of “legitimacy of rule by the representative of God, vali, until the return
of Mahdi”, the hidden Imam (Tamadonfar 179). The position encompasses a
legislative, executive and judicial role
in addition to general oversight functions(180). As Alireza Nader describes,
“The Supreme Leader is the linchpin
of the Islamic Republic: He guides the
character, policies, and approach to the
outside world” (xii).
Since the death of Khomeini in
1989, his successor Ayatollah Khame-

nei has taken over the position of Supreme leader and continues as such to
this day (The Economist). Compared
to Khomeini, Khameini’s religious legitimacy is relatively weak, as he was
not a high-ranking ayatollah before his
appointment to Supreme Leader (Tamadonfar 184). Despite this, he has developed a strong network of followers who
make up a security, intelligence and economic structure that work to ensure the
continuation of his vision of the Islamic
Republic (Vakil, Rassan). Khameini has
long sided with conservatives and hardliners (Nader xi), and generally opposes the more democratic values of The
Republic’s constitution (Tamadonfar
184). His ideologies and anti-democratic approaches have made him unpopular
with both moderate and radical Iranians
(185).
The importance of the Supreme
Leadership in the Islamic Republic of
Iran is clear. The Supreme Leader is
considered the representative of God in
place of the Imam Mahdi; thus the position is integral to a regime based on
Shi’ite doctrine. The political leanings
and values of the individual who fills
the role are also of great importance because, as Vakil and Rassam point out,
whoever holds the position can “drastically alter the direction and tenor of
Iran’s foreign and domestic policies”.
The Issue of Succession to the Supreme
Leader Position

The Question of succession has
come up in recent years amid rumors
of Khameini’s declining health (Vakil,
Rassan). Ayatollah Khamenei is almost
80 years old, and his age combined with
his poor health has made the question
imminent. The question of succession
is complex, however, in large part due
to a lack of precedent in the process of
choosing a new leader (The Economist),
and because of the divided factions of
power, broadly the Islamist Right and
Left, but also those factions within them
(Nader xv). Because of these complications, there may be considerable uncertainty and controversy in the appointment, which could cause instability (The
Economist), and challenge the strength
of Iran’s political institutions.
The question of precedent arises
because there has only been one process
of succession since the Islamic Republic of Iran’s conception, but also because that process was rife with uncertainty. Originally, Ayatollah Hossein Ali
Montazeri was chosen as Khomeini’s
successor. He was a student of Khomeini and was chosen in 1985 prior to the
original Supreme Leaders death (Tamadonfar 180). The Assembly of Experts,
an elected body of clerics who appoint
and supervise the Supreme leader (The
Economist), had chosen Montazeri but
quickly removed him from the position
because of his liberal leanings (Tamadonfar 180). This lead the assembly to
make constitutional amendments that
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would allow them to appoint Khameini
(The Economist). This lack of precedent
and clarity over the process of appointment suggest the possibility of further
divides over rightful succession in the
future.

between factions, the regime risks even
greater uprisings than were experienced
in 2009. With Khameini’s age and ill
health, this issue may come to a head
sooner rather than later. If there are any
disagreements or uncertainties with regards to the succession prospects or proFactionalism in Iran is divided
cess, it could lead to significant instabilbetween the Islamist Right and the Islaity within the political structures while
mist Left, with the right divided in three
opposition movements gain strength
groups: the traditional conservatives, the
and momentum.
pragmatic conservatives, and the principlists (Nader 11). During his time as Su- Response of the Regime
preme Leader, Khameini has clearly faBecause there has only been one
voured the principlists (The Economist).
succession process thus far in the Islamic
By favouring the most extreme end of
Regimes’ history, it is difficult to predict
the spectrum on the Islamist Right, Khahow they will respond when Khameini
meini has isolated both the Islamist Left
dies and a successor must once again
as well as the pragmatic conservatives
be appointed. Based on Khameini’s rise
(18,19) This increased factionalism and
to power it is possible that Iran will see
tension between factions may lead to crifurther constitutional amendments. It is
sis akin to that of the 2009 crisis, where
also likely that the Islamic RevolutionIranians took to the street to protest the
ary Guard Corps will play a role in more
apparent “rigged” victory of President
than one way. Additionally, the “deep
Mahmoud Ahmeadinejad (Dabashi),
state” developed by Khameini during
a victory supported by Khameini and
his leadership will work to ensure that
generally opposed by the public (BBC).
Khameini’s vision of the Islamic RepubA crisis of this sort serves to strengthen
lic continues with his successor (Vakil,
the resolve of opposition to the regime
Rassam).
due to the lack of what little democratic
legitimacy exists within the regime.
In the previous succession decision following Khomeini’s death, the
The question of succession thus Assembly of Experts amended the conpresents a significant challenge to the stitution so that they could appoint KhaSupreme Leadership and the stability meini, who at the time was a low-ranking
of the regime as a whole. Without clear cleric - an appointment which would not
precedent concerning the process of have been granted by the original consuccession and with growing tensions stitution. A similar tactic may be taken
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during the next succession if a successor
is not immediately obvious (Khalaji 1).
It is likely that in the decision-making
process for the upcoming succession,
politicians outside the constitutionally
approved Assembly of Experts - namely politicians who already have an allegiance to Khameini - will act as influential consultants and advisors (10). .
The Islamic Revolutionary
Guard Corps has become more involved
in politics and the economy since Khameini’s appointment. They have taken
control of the military, the nuclear program, and a large portion of the economy (Khalaji 1,2). It is likely that because
of the IRGC’s significant role in Khameini’s leadership, high ranking officials
will act as advisors to the Assembly of
Experts in addition to their potential role
in quelling protests (2).
Because of the relatively weak
religious legitimacy Khameini held
at the time of his appointment, he has
steadily had to work to build a personal
network. He has built, as Vakil and Rassam outline, “an intricate security, intelligence, and economic superstructure
composed of underlings who are fiercely loyal to him and his definition of the
Islamic Republic” (Vakil, Rassam). This
network of followers and supporters,
along with the IRGC, will likely act as
advisory council to the Assembly of Experts (Khalaji 2).
It’s probable that the Regime

will respond by once again amending
the constitution to allow greater freedom
in their decision, and that various institutions and independent politicians that
support Khameini will insert themselves
in the decision making processes of the
Assembly of Experts in an attempt to
continue Khameini’s ultra conservative,
authoritarian depiction of the Islamic
Republic (Vakil, Rassam).
Religious Legitimacy
Leading up to the Islamic Revolution in the 1970s, religious associations were spreading across the country
and gaining popularity, and there was
an increasing demand for religious education (Arjomand, 92). As the revolution approached, followers of the future
Supreme Leader, Ayatollah Khomeini,
used religious sermons as a political
platform (95). For example, Khomeini
developed his theory of velayat-e faqih,
or “Mandate of the Jurist”, which he defined as the “governing and [administration of] the country... implementing the
provisions of the sacred law” (98, 99).
He rejected the separation of politics and
religion, and argued that religious leaders, as interpreters of religious law, were
entitled to political rule (99). This was
the basis on which Khomeini developed
the Islamic Republic of Iran and began
his charismatic leadership. As Arjomand
explains, much of Khomeini’s charisma
stemmed from his “embodiment of Islam”, something many believed to be
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rare during the pre-Khomeini days of to be chosen from outside the circle of
Reza Shah (100).
the highest-ranking clerics (205). This is
what allowed Khameini, a low-ranking
The inception of the Islamic Recleric, to ascend to the Supreme Leadpublic was clearly rooted in religious
ership. However, it made the position of
ideology, and the mobilization of the
Supreme Leader more political than rerevolution was only possible because of
ligious, thus undermining the legitimacy
the religious language and values it esof the entire regime.
poused. The vilification of the previous
regime was important for the mobilizaThe challenge that this poses to
tion of the masses, but without the conthe
regime
at large lies in public opintrast of the “monistic” Islamic order that
Khomeini was offering (103), it would ion. Khomeini embodied the appeal of
the revolution, without him, constrained
likely not have gained such traction.
social freedoms and government corPoliticization of The Republic
ruption are punctuated by a lack of religious direction (Molavi 51). Protests in
The Islamic Republic relies on
recent years have escalated as religious
religion for its legitimacy, as is clear in
legitimacy has waned and faith in the
the process through which it mobilized
regime has faltered. During the 2009
a revolution and became the ruling reGreen Movement, protestors called for
gime. However, following Khomeini’s
reform to the current regime. In more
death, there began a shift towards furrecent protests, citizens are calling for
ther politicization away from religious
the absolute end of the Islamic Repubrequirements.
lic (Keath), a fact that reflects the pubAs was discussed in the section lic’s disenchantment with the current
on succession to the Supreme Lead- Regime. The young demographic of the
ership, after the death of the original protests (Keath), also suggests that the
Supreme Leader, Ayatollah Khomeini, new generation of Iranians no longer
a constitutional amendment needed to associate the Islamic Republic with rebe made in order for Khameini to be ligious legitimacy, but merely with the
appointed as the new Supreme Leader harsh suppression that marks the regime
(Khalaji 1). This amendment was made today.
to Article 107 of the Constitution. It
Expected Regime Response
originally stated, “that the faqih should
be chosen from among the maraji’”
As will be discussed in the sec(Roy 205). The amendment that was tion on the Islamic Revolutionary Guard
made allowed for Khomeini’s successor Corps, the suppression of past protests,
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such as that which was experienced
during the Green Movement of 2009
have been harsh (Dabshi). The same
can be expected in response to uprisings
related to the public’s disenchantment
with the espousals of religious legitimacy by The Regime. It is unlikely that the
regime will attempt to regain religious
legitimacy because, as was discussed
previously, the upcoming succession
decision for the Supreme Leader will
likely include further amendment to the
constitution to make religious requirements for succession even more lenient.

ing the regime, especially in response
to major protests by reformers. In 1999,
the IRGC successfully repressed student riots, and following the unpopular 2009 elections the Revolutionary
Guards were, once again, successful in
suppressing uprisings (Tekeyh). Their
power grew in scope as they were increasingly involved in all sectors of the
republic with Khameini’s appointment
as Supreme Leader. As such, they will
likely also take on a new role in the upcoming succession discussions in order
to ensure the continuation of their power and involvement in the future of The
The Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps
Republic (Khalaji 2). The institution’s
At the Islamic Republic’s con- support is essential to the success of any
ception, the Islamic Revolutionary future administration and therefore, is
Guard Corps was not the powerful force essential to the stability of the Islamic
that they are today. It began as a security Republic.
force for Khomeini, born out of a deep
The Women’s Rights Movement
distrust towards the Iranian military.
The IRGC has always been a force that
The women’s rights movement
has worked from the premise that vio- in Iran is embodied by the act of womlence is justified when dealing with dis- en removing their mandatory veils.
sent from those who oppose the regime. The veil was made mandatory at the
Their increase in power began with the inception of the Islamic Republic in reIraq invasion, as they began to expand sponse to the secular ban of the veil that
in numbers and funding to counter the dominated during the reign of the Reza
attacks (Takeyh). Now, through Kham- Shah (The Economist). In recent years
eini’s increased involvement with the women have begun removing their veils
IRGC, it has gained influence in politics to protest the lack of bodily autonomy
and the economy and is no longer sim- afforded to them by the regime (Hoodply considered a security force (Wehrey far). The protests symbolize a broader
1).
unease with the lack of freedom that the
regime generally offers its citizens (The
The Revolutionary Guard has
Economist), and challenges the Islamic
been an instrumental force in preserv33

Revolutionary Guard Corps in a unique
way. As the regime’s main perpetuation
of its power is through the suppression
ofdissent, the ability of this movement
to persist and dodge the IRGC is a major
threat to regime stability.

public locations, in an act of clear defiance. But because they often do this
silently, alone, and outside of any sort
of organized protest, they have largely
avoided arrest while still bringing attention to the cause. Social media has
allowed public attention to grow even
Over the span of the Islamic Refaster, and the protesters have been
public thus far, there has been a lack of
named, “daughters of the revolution”
organized and collective action for wom(Hoodfar).
en’s rights. This is precisely what has
allowed the movement to grow without
This method of protest is clever,
suppression by the Revolutionary guard avoiding the regime’s main method of
for decades. Women sought to challenge dissent suppression, The Revolutionary
smaller aspects of the modesty laws. Guard. It presents as a major challenge
They argued that the full black chador to the IRGC and the regime at large bewas never worn during the time of the cause the movement continues to grow
Prophet, and that Islamic texts never quietly and under the Revolutionary
make mention of specific colours that Guards radar. While the regime and the
are acceptable to wear. Women wore the IRGC have become adept at smothercolor green, generally symbolic of Ira- ing large organized protests, they do
nian nationalism, to protest the regime, not have effective methods for quelling
but were untouchable by the IRGC be- more subtle approaches.
cause it was also considered the colour
Response of the Regime
of Islam. They styled traditional attire in
modern ways while still conforming to
In response to past dissident
codes of modesty, and older women al- movements, the regime has violentlowed their veils to loosen, arguing that ly suppressed participants and arrested
they were no longer of a seductive age. leaders (Dabashi). This is not to say the
The slow, subversive nature of these acts women’s rights movement hasn’t expehave allowed the movement to grow and rienced this to a certain extent. Thirty
gain traction without giving the IRGC women were arrested and fined or senany concrete grounds on which to vio- tenced to short terms between Decemlently extinguish it (Hoodfar).
ber 2017 and March 2018 for removing
their headscarves in public (The GuardWomen in recent years have takian). However, compared to the brutal
en these acts a step further, tying scarves
suppression of the Green Movement of
on the ends of poles and waving them in
2009, the relatively light punishment
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experienced by the women’s rights activists of Iran is a triumph.
In response to The Green Movement, there were reports of demonstrators being “shot at, injured, and even
killed” (Dabashi, Nikzadfar 26). The
Revolutionary Guards threatened internet users with execution if they were
caught circulating news of the protests
(32). Some participants from the movement remained in jail for years after the
protests ended (Dabashi). Large, organized protests such as this are valuable
for change in Iran, but they are easy
targets for the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps to crack down on. As
Hoodfar explains, even as the women’s
movement has grown bolder, the regime
has continued to lack any sort of coherent response. The movement’s lack of an
organized structure has made it difficult
for the regime to reign it in or suppress
it.
Assessment of the Future of The Islamic
Republic
The question of succession to
the Supreme Leader position has proven
to be the most important variable in the
discussion of the stability of Iran’s regime. The power of the Supreme Leader to guide The Republic’s character
(Tamadonfar xi), has made it one of the
key pillars of the regime, but this also
suggests that whoever takes over the position, the timing of the decision, and the
degree of factional disagreement over

the appointment will have a grave effect on the stability of the regime in the
future. Should Khameini die in the near
future and without warning, it is likely
that there will be a level of disorganization due to lack of precedent in the decision-making process that will lead to
a certain degree of instability within the
political institutions of the regime, and
between the opposing factions.
Related to this is the question of
religious legitimacy within the regime.
Religious legitimacy was already weakened after constitutional amendments
were made to allow for the appointment
of Khameini after the passing of Ayatollah Khomeini, essentially politicizing
the position (Roy 205). It can be expected that this trend of amending the Constitution to suit the needs of succession
decision will continue into the upcoming
succession process (Khalaji 1). Should
this occur, religious legitimacy will be
eroded further and contribute to the
building disenchantment of the Iranian
public, leading to further protests with
the aim of toppling the regime. Based
on the growth of the size and reach of
protests now compared to those of 2009,
if feelings of disenchantment were to be
spurred further by another politicized
appointment to the Supreme Leader
position, uprisings would have the potential of seriously challenging Iranian
security forces, most notably the Islamic
Revolutionary Guard, and destabilizing
the regime.
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In addition to the potential challenges the Islamic Revolutionary Guard
may face following a new succession to
Supreme Leader, the IRGC is currently
grappling with how to quell growing
and subversive women’s rights protests.
This is a challenge The Corps has faced
for decades, but in recent years, bolder
protests (Hoodfar) and the movement’s
growth by means of social media (The
Economist) has provided the women’s
rights movement the ability to stretch the
limits of acceptability without providing
reason for brutal suppression, thus propounding the likelihood of its continued
growth. This will likely lead to concessions by the regime to allow women the
right to choose whether or not they will
wear a veil in order to avoid mass uprisings, provided that the trend of movement remains subversive to the extent
of remaining largely undetected by the
IRGC. A concession of this sort would
lead to instability within the regime, as
hardliners would likely oppose the decision, but more importantly, the regime
would be giving in on an issue that has
long acted as a proxy for broader politics in Iran (The Economist).
The conclusion of this assessment is that growing issues, like that of
decreasing religious legitimacy and the
women’s rights movement, have been
steadily destabilizing the regime over
time. The most important variable of
whether or not these instabilities will
lead to larger cracks in the regime is that
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of succession. Should the succession
be carried out without significant conflict among factions and without greater
delegitimization of the religious pillar
of the Republic, the regime may remain
strong enough to quell protests and uprisings as it has over the past forty years.
Should this not be the case, escalating
anger among the citizens of Iran may
be strong enough to force considerable
concessions from The Regime, or spell
its ultimate demise.
Conclusion
Since the death of Khomeini, the
stability of the Islamic Republic of Iran
has been on the decline. In this paper, I
have outlined the key pillars of the regime, namely the Supreme Leader, the
regime’s religious legitimacy, and the
Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps.
I have demonstrated how and why the
main challenges facing these pillars are
the issue of succession, the declining
degree of religious legitimacy, and the
women’s rights movement, respectively. Additionally, I have outlined real and
potential reactions of the regime to these
challenges and assessed the overall stability of the regime now, as well as its
likelihood of durability in the coming
years. I have determined in this essay
that the challenges outlined above will
have some effect on regime stability, but
that the issue of succession especially
will determine the extent to which these
challenges will have an impact on The

regime’s continued survival.
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Who Am I?
Dasha Sas

The Chechen Anti-Gay Purge and of the response to Chechen LGBTQ
the Consequences of a Politicised asylum seekers?
Asylum-Granting Process
In answering, I reference Price’s
Alexis Scott
Introduction
Among the countless cases of homophobic violence plaguing the globe,
the anti-gay purge in Chechnya has attracted significant international attention. Information of a “brutal campaign
against LGBT people” was first published in April, 2017 (Lokshina, 2017).
Persons suspected of belonging to the
LGBTQ community were reported to
have been detained by Chechen law enforcement officials, tortured and forced
to reveal the names of other LGBTQ
individuals (“Russia: Anti-Gay Purge”,
2017). The international community
has responded with harsh condemnation
calling for Russian authorities to take
action (Ibbitson, 2017). Furthermore, 98
people have successfully sought refuge
outside of Russia both in Europe and
Canada (“Russia: one year after”, 2018).

and Nayak’s respective discussions of
politicised asylum-granting to argue that
the response has reinforced neo-colonial
power dynamics between the West (in
this case Canada and the EU) and “the
Rest” (in this case Chechnya and Russia). In short, the receiving country has
been conclusively upheld as “a protector
of sexual minorities” and thus as progressive and superior, while Chechnya
and Russia have been branded as “oppressors” and thus backward and inferior (Nayak, 2015, p. 138). Crucially,
these emergent neo-colonial relations
have yielded concrete consequences including the endangerment of individual
asylum seekers, and the perpetuation of
homophobic discourse in Russian political spheres. As will be discussed in
the following pages, these consequences point to the urgency with which the
politicisation of asylum-granting must
be recognised and addressed. Thus, in
critiquing the Western response I do
not intend to express my support for the
gross human rights violations that have
plagued Russia and Chechnya in recent years, but rather to lay out why the
dominant Western strategy has failed to
prove effective thus far.

While the asylum-granting process arguably appears successful, I am
skeptical as to the extent to which the
response has prioritised a broader foreign policy agenda over providing protection. In light of this critique, I pose
the following question: what have been
In advancing my argument I will
the abstract implications and concrete begin by describing the politically-exconsequences of the politicisation of the pressive dimension of granting asylum
asylum-granting process in the context
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(Price, 2006) as well as its unique dimensions in the case of LGBTQ asylum-seekers (Nayak, 2015). I will then
show how this politicisation has materialised in the context of the response
to the Chechen anti-gay purge, before
moving on to discuss its implications.
I will conclude by summarising my argument and offering suggestions for
mitigating the negative consequences
of a politically-motivated asylum-granting-process.
The Granting of Asylum as a Political
Tool
While the politicisation of asylum-granting is criticized by many humanitarians, Price (2006) argues both
for its inevitability and usefulness. His
analysis centres on the fact that granting
asylum inherently “requires receiving
states to make a substance judgement
about the legitimacy of another state’s
actions” (p. 427). This in turn “endows
asylum with a potent, and highly political, expressive dimension” which calls
“the persecuting state to task by expressing condemnation” (p. 424).
Nayak (2015) also takes up the
discussion of the inevitable politicisation of asylum granting, but focuses
specifically on gender-based asylum
claims. She explains that “because
“gender” is not one of the categories of
persecution in refugee law,” the “framing” of “what violence is, what causes
violence, and who counts as a victim”
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is left up to receiving state governments
(Nayak, 2015). Her analysis follows that
framing allows the receiving state to
mold its response to its foreign policies.
Specifically, she describes how “asylum
cases…provide narratives about how
awful… countries [of origin] are, in
ways that align and fortify US opinions
about particular countries… with which
it is unfriendly” (Nayak, 2015, p. 163).
With these dimensions of politicisation in mind, the political nature of
the response to the Chechen anti-gay
purge can be understood in two ways.
Openly speaking, the response is political in so far as Western actors have explicitly acknowledged that “the refugee
program is part of a major foreign-policy
priority to protect the rights and safety
of sexual minorities around the world”
(Ibbitson, 2017). More controversially,
however, the condemnation of Russia’s
anti-gay policies through asylum-granting can be seen as part of a broader program aimed at discrediting the current
Russian government in its entirety, devised under the contemporary context of
escalating tensions between Russia and
the EU and Canada. Media references
to tense relations, particularly between
Russia and Canada, and the potential
impacts of asylum-granting on these relations hints at the political calculations
that took place in planning the response
(Murphy, 2017); (Ibbitson, 2017). Furthermore, these political motives can be
found in references to the purge as illus-

trative of “Putin’s Russia” and thus tied a “litmus test” of progress (Kulpa, 2014,
to overarching problems in the current p. 440), and by extension as a “baromregime (Butterworth, 2017).
eter by which the right and capacity for
national sovereignty is evaluated” (Puar,
Politicisation and Neo-colonialism
2007), the West “assumes itself in the
In discussing the consequences teaching and dominant positions” while
of politicisation, I will return to Nayak’s the East “is framed as backward, [and]
argument. Unlike Price, Nayak critiques thus in need of being educated up… by
the politicisation of asylum-granting the former” (Kulpa, 2014, p. 441).
specifically in relation to gender (and
If one looks at the conditions
by extension sexuality) based asylum
surrounding the response to the Chechclaims. One of the two implications she
en purge, these power dynamics come
discusses concerns the ways in which
to light. By accepting Chechen asylum
“the frames reflect, but also serve as an
seekers and thereby expressing condementry point to deepen, strengthen, and
nation of Russian homophobia, the EU
shape the US position of power relaand Canada have been established as
tive to other countries” (Nayak, 2015).
“liberal, progressive and tolerant, hence
While Nayak focuses on the US, I will
superior,” while Russia, as a result of
apply her analysis to Canada and the
its policies on sexual minorities, has
EU (which played the most active roles
in turn been established as prejudiced,
in the response). I will briefly mention,
hence subordinate (Wiedlack, 2018, p.
however, that the US’ absence from
2). The framing question of “what causthe response points to a related critical
es violence” has been answered excluconsequence of politicisation, namely a
sively with reference to Chechen and
failure to respond to human rights violaRussian domestic variables. Thus, what
tions in a consistent manner as a result
was intended as a means of condemning
of the political priorities of a given adprejudice and violence against sexual
ministration.
minorities, has played out as a neo-coGenerally speaking, the ability lonial practice in which the West, due
to frame the asylum seeker category (in to its supposedly unblemished LGBTQ
terms of “what violence is, what causes rights record, is legitimised in enforcing
violence, and who counts as a victim”), its values in a deeply-flawed and inferishapes power relations by drawing a hi- or Russian society.
erarchical distinction between “the West
One of the ways in which this
as a protector of sexual minorities and
neo-colonial attitude makes itself
other countries as oppressors” (Nayak,
known, is through the highly contrasted
2015, p. 138). Using homo-tolerance as
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representations of the EU and Canada,
and Chechnya in Western media. Countless articles covering the purge mention,
at least in passing, the fact that Chechnya is a Muslim region (e.g. (Lister, Ilyushina, & Tarasova, 2017); (Kakissis,
2018); (Burke, 2017). Moreover, just
as many, focus on personal testimonies
of brutality covering stories of beatings, electrocution, and other forms of
torture in graphic detail (e.g. (Ibbitson,
2017); (Walker, 2017); (Brook, 2017)).
The two tend to compliment each other,
jointly constructing an image of a fundamentalist and violent Chechnya that
can be easily contrasted against secular and tolerant European nations and
Canada, further validating the latter’s
superiority. The relationship between
Islamic prominence, and homophobic
violence is presented both implicitly and
explicitly as causational which feeds
into an “Islamicization of homophobia”
(Jenicek & Wong, 2009, p. 647). Transforming homophobia into a religious
practice, this process distances Western
societies from homophobic acts, safeguarding their role as “protector of sexual minorities” (ibid.).
A separate and perhaps surprising media trend contributing to the
“heaven or hell” distinction between the
West and Chechnya (Jenicek & Wong,
2009), concerns the frequent use of
World War II vocabulary. Many articles have described the purge as a “holocaust”, and the areas in which people
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were detained and tortured as “concentration camps” (Frederick, 2017); (Koonin, 2017) . Furthermore, explicit comparisons between actions of the Chechen
authority and those of Nazi Germany are
occasionally made (Walker, 2017). This
vocabulary makes for a rather disturbing
comparison between Nazism and Islam
as instigators of genocide. Furthermore,
the fact that the comparison is rooted in
something that occurred in the European past, falsely reinforces the perception
of Europe and the West more broadly as
having moved past systemic homophobic violence (Wiedlack, 2018).
These
representations
of
Chechnya as dangerous and barbaric, are
contrasted by “absolute and limitless”
praise for the EU and Canada (Jenicek
& Wong, 2009). Articles, particularly those discussing Canada, emphasise
its historic role in taking in disproportionate numbers of LGBTQ refugees,
progressive laws on same-sex relationships, and leadership in LGBTQ rights
campaigns around the world (Murphy,
2017). A lot of praise comes directly
from refugees themselves (e.g. (Kakissis, 2018). On the one hand, this imbues
it with legitimacy, but on the other, it
makes one wonder to what extent discriminatory experiences in the receiving
country are silenced as instances of ingratitude (Moulin, 2012). These suspicions are reinforced by the fact that the
main threats to refugees’ safety outside
Russia are identified in terms of vio-

lence at the hands of the Chechen diaspora (e.g. (Molnar, 2018). Overall, the
extent to which homophobia persists in
the Global North is largely ignored. This
trend aligns with Nayak’s predictions
concerning the ways in which condemning other nations through the acceptance
of LGBTQ refugees distracts from homophobic realities in the accepting
country (2015).
Concrete Consequences
The emergence of a discourse
in which the tolerant and superior West
(Canada and EU) is contrasted against
an intolerant and inferior East (Chechnya and Russia) has yielded several concrete consequences; I will begin with a
positive one. The extent to which the
graphic descriptions of torture and the
resulting demonization of the country
of origin has garnered support for refugees, has increased the chances of successful claims. However, although some
asylum seekers have benefitted from the
West/East binary, the process has transformed them into “central figures in a
war between Western and Russian values” (Wiedlack, 2018).

to put forth images of “queer martyrs”
in line with Western-style visibility politics, has ended badly for several individuals (Wiedlack, 2018, p. 11) . A particularly infamous case concerns Chechen
LGBTQ asylum-seeker, Movsar Eskerkhanov (Wiedlack, 2018). Having
applied for asylum before the purge
had broken out, and having been denied asylum in Germany, Eskerkhanov
agreed to a video interview with Time
magazine, likely as a last attempt to
garner sympathy and secure protection.
Shortly after the interview, Eskerkhanov disappeared, and reappeared again in
2017 on Russian television apologising
to Chechen authorities and claiming that
the Time interview had been conducted
under extortion (“Man who came out
as gay,” 2018). In addition to demonstrating the dangers of a politically-motivated asylum campaign for LGBTQ
asylum-seekers, Eskerkhanov’s case
shows how such a campaign can prove
counterproductive in terms of further
entrenching homophobic attitudes and
practices in the country of origin. Using
Eskerkhanov’s apology, Chechen authorities were able to show how Western media manipulates the truth to its
advantage thereby discrediting broader
Western criticisms targeting Russian human rights conditions.

This prominent political role
for LGBTQ asylum seekers has occasionally proven dangerous by drawing
unwanted attention to already vulnerMore generally speaking, the acable persons. While journalists make
cusatory
nature of asylum-granting and
efforts to conceal the identities of their
interviewees in anticipation of backlash the neo-colonial relationship it estabfrom Chechen authorities, the insistence lishes can also fuel anti-Western back43

lash in Russian society. It is likely that
if granting asylum is used as a political
tool by the West, it will also be perceived
as such by Russia. Thus, in the interest
of playing the political game, the Russian government will have the incentive
to resist Western pressures, maintaining
or reinforcing homophobic tendencies.
Nayak makes note of this phenomenon
in Jamaica (2015, p. 165), and it has
also previously occurred in Russia itself in response to criticisms directed at
the Russian boycott on gay-propaganda
passed in 2013. On one hand, Russians
targeted the illegitimacy of Western interference in Russian domestic politics
by referencing “Western” principles
of sovereignty and democracy. These
claims voiced that “ the majority of our
people and not some outside powers…
should decide what should be a criminal
offence and what should not.” (Taylor,
2014). Increasingly, however, “Russia
has taken much pride in differentiating
itself in every way from the West,” calling instead on the superiority of Chechen and Russian morality and the importance of preserving it in face of Western
corruption (Wiedlack, 2018, p. 11). This
implies that a condemnatory discourse
(embodied in a politically-motivated granting of asylum) calling for the
adoption of what are perceived as Western values is increasingly more likely to
encourage the maintenance or reinforcement of homophobic attitudes.
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and Canadian attempts to affect meaningful change in the Russian human
rights regime by accepting asylum seekers has been limited by its politicisation.
The current situation in which the Russian government has as of yet failed to
launch a national investigation into the
Chechen situation despite mounting international pressures points to this limitedness (Kyzer, 2018). Notably, this upsets Price’s claims concerning the utility
of the expressive dimension of asylum
granting in facilitating “the development and entrenchment of international
norms” in the country of origin (2005).
Concluding Statements
As I have attempted to demonstrate, the prioritisation of political
considerations in the recent acceptance
wave of Chechen LGBTQ asylum seekers, has had several negative implications for the success of the response.
Overall, the condemnatory nature of
asylum-granting, motivated by political
incentives to discredit an “unfriendly”
regime, has transformed the response
into a neo-colonial operation with concrete consequences including the endangerment of individual asylum seekers
and a counterproductive backlash from
the Russian government.

I would like to conclude by
re-emphasising that by critiquing the
Western response, I do not intend to
condone homophobic practices in RusThus, the likelihood of European sia. On the contrary, siding with Nayak,

I believe that “Russia’s anti-gay policies and actions do and should matter,”
(2015, p. 164) which is why the question posed by Wiedlack of “how to criticize and condemn anti-gay sentiment…
in Russia and elsewhere…without perpetuating notions of western hegemony” requires an urgent response (2018,
p. 1). As far as I am concerned, the key
to addressing this dilemma is rooted in
“moving beyond local-global reductive
binaries to a definition of transnational
sexualities” (Offord, 2016). To put it in
Nayak’s terms, this involves framing
the causes of violence in a way that expands beyond the domestic conditions
of the country of origin. For example,
in addressing Chechen and Russian homophobia, the analysis of root causes
would have to account for the role of
international homophobic movements
(e.g. collaboration between US Evangelicals and Russian conservatives)
(Wiedlack, 2018).

the inherent tensions between the desire
to promote universal and progressive
human rights policies and geo-political
considerations.

This kind of approach would
disrupt the divide between the West
and the East by accounting for the ways
in which both play a role in defending
and undermining LGBTQ rights. Consequently, this would allow for a better
understanding of the nature of persecution driving LGBTQ refugeehood, and
thus yield more robust protection as
well. However, the extent to which this
analysis proves incompatible with a political agenda interested exclusively in
discrediting an enemy regime, reveals

Ibbitson, J. (2017, September 1). How Canada
has been secretly giving asylum to gay people
in Chechnya fleeing persecution. Retrieved from
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Emilienne Hamel
“I want to talk about human rights, about the rights of indigenous peoples. I want to talk about history. I want to know if a
nation building its future needs to look at the past it stands upon,
to look down and realize it is balanced precariously atop power
and struggle and pain; to look around and see that history is not
dead.”
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